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achieve the lowest lifetime cost of ownership. 
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› Figure 1 | MicroTCA.2 is a hybrid air/conduction cooled specification 
designed for extreme environment applications.

Editor’s Foreword

BY JOE PAVLAT JPAVLAT@OPENSYSTEMSMEDIA.COM

Improved specifications meet 
application demands

Open systems have the advantage of being the creation of 
many minds with many perspectives on what should be done. 
Therefore, many of these systems were originally developed to 
be general in their applicability, and found deployment applica-
tions like machine control and instrumentation. However, many 
of these systems have also migrated to industries that tradition-
ally embraced only purpose-built and proprietary architectures 
based the belief that no open standard adequately met their 
needs. PICMG has been very busy of late trying to bridge this 
gap, and has released, or is about to release, a number of sig-
nificant specifications to both improve existing platforms and 
adapt them to new market spaces, 

CompactPCI Express
Based on CompactPCI and first released in 2005, 
CompactPCI Express is a modular instrumentation and data 
acquisition standard pioneered by National Instruments. A 
new revision, Revision 2.0, was released in March and adds 
higher speed data channels, including 5 Gbps and 8 Gbps  
PCI Express. CompactPCI Express adds instrumentation clocks 
and triggers to basic CompactPCI, and is largely plug compat-
ible with both the CompactPCI and the PXI standards.

Physics Design Guide (PDG.0)
The “Big Science” community likes the High Availability (HA) 
architecture of AdvancedTCA (ATCA), MicroTCA (MicroTCA), 
and the Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC) because, in many 
cases, they need equipment that can keep running in the 
event of individual card or subsystem failure. You can’t just 
shut down a large accelerator like the one at CERN to replace 
something, and radiation levels prohibit human presence when 

the machines are running. In April, PICMG released its Design 
Guide for Physics (PDG.0), which provides guidance for using 
the aforementioned platforms to collect what can be hundreds 
of thousands of data acquisition channels with sub-nanosecond 
resolution and synchronization. 

MicroTCA.2
MicroTCA was originally developed to provide a lower cost, 
smaller size platform that maintained the HA features of ATCA. 
It is becoming popular not so much for commercial telecom-
munications, but rather for military apps that require extreme 
ruggedness and performance at a lower price point than some 
other standards that address this market. Last year, PICMG 
released the MicroTCA.3 standard, which defined a hardened, 
conduction cooled system for extreme and mobile environ-
ments. In May, the MicroTCA.2 variant was completed and 
released, and it details the design of hybrid air/conduction 
cooled systems that are well suited for many applications and 
cost less to build than purely conduction cooled ones (Figure 1).

COM Express Carrier Design Guide Revision 2.0 
Small form factors play an important role in embedded sys-
tems, and there are lots and lots and lots of solutions available. 
These small form factors proliferate for two main reasons. First, 
many high-volume applications are so cost sensitive that only 
the bare minimum of features can be afforded. Second, it is 
often hard to abstract the physical signals provided by pro-
cessor chipsets from the user interface – the chip guys change 
these interfaces regularly for their own reasons, and that makes 
keeping a fresh standard difficult.  

The PICMG COM Express Carrier Design Guide sub-
committee has been working on an update, and the 
latest revision (Revision 2.0) is in the final balloting pro-
cess. The updated revision includes examples for the 
newest interfaces available in COM Express, including 
DisplayPort, SuperSpeed USB 3.0, PCI Express Gen3, 
and CAN. Veteran COM Express module and carrier 
designers maintain the Design Guide to ensure that 
all the best tips and tricks are included. Schematic 
examples are provided from known working designs 
to help baseboard engineers minimize risk and maxi-
mize interoperability. The Design Guide is an invalu-
able resource for COM.0 carrier designers that want 
to get it right the first time. This should be completed 
by mid-summer of this year.

*Both Design Guides are or will be available for down-
load from the PICMG website (www.picmg.org). 
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4G Focus

BY BRANDON LEWIS BLEWIS@OPENSYSTEMSMEDIA.COM

For about two decades, the potential of optical interconnects 
across the backplane has been apparent: very high channel 
capacities, low-power Gigabit line rates, and potential weight 
savings are just a few of the potential advantages over copper. 
However, in the course of researching optical technologies,  
I came across a recurring theme:

 › 2003: A conference paper entitled “VCSEL to waveguide 
coupling for optical backplanes” stated that “Hybrid 
OECB (Opto-Electrical Circuit Boards) are expected to 
make a significant impact in the telecomm switches arena 
within the next five years, creating optical backplanes with 
high-speed point-to-point optical interconnects.”

 › 2011: At Interop Las Vegas, Charles Clarke, Distinguished 
Technologist at HP, said that optical backplane products 
were three to five years away.

 › 2013: An article by Bob Hult, Director of Product Technology 
at market research firm Bishop & Associates, Inc., suggested, 
“it is possible that we may start seeing optical backplanes in 
high-end systems within the next five years.”

Needless to say, it has been (and could be) a long five years.

Market demand and the endurance of copper
Though technical issues like demanding alignment and temper-
ature sensitivity still challenge optical backplanes, functioning 
systems based on optics already exist. Rather, the setbacks of 
optical technology are best considered in relation to copper-
based interconnects and the interconnect market as a whole. 
According to Chuck Byers, Technical Leader and Platform 
Architect, Enterprise Networking Group, Cisco Systems, Inc. 
(www.cisco.com), these challenges can be defined in terms of 
demand, cost, and legacy equipment. 

Demand
“It’s uncertain there is market demand for optical interconnects 
in a reasonably sized system box,” Byers says. “In the 1990s, 
silicon connectivity rates per pin were purported to be at the 
point of plateau at some rate under 1 Gbps. This caused a flurry 
of activity for optical backplanes as a way to enable higher 
speed systems. Before long, however, the semiconductor sup-
pliers came out with SERDES designs well over 1 Gbps and 
integrated a high quantity of channels onto various types of 
chips. This resulted in a low demand for optics.”

Current SERDES technology is capable of 25 Gbps per differen-
tial pair, which satisfies the needs of most board-level hardware 
available today. However, copper-based connector technolo-
gies have also evolved, and major suppliers offer high-density 
connector systems that can achieve 25 Gb line rates with pin 

densities of roughly 80 differential pairs per inch of backplane 
height. Assuming a theoretical interconnect bandwidth of 
25 Gb and 6" of board edge connector, these connectors can 
yield as much as 6 Tbps of transmission capacity in each direc-
tion across the backplane per board, Byers explains. 

(25 Gb/pair x 40 Transmit and Receive 
pairs/in.) x 6" = 6 Tbps

“This exceeds the bandwidth demand of any processor, 
storage, I/O, or optical line board. Unless some other factors 
come into play, or we abruptly reach a plateau of SERDES rate 
or connector density, metallic interconnects will suffice for at 
least several more cycles of Moore’s Law,” he adds. 

Cost
Despite the fact that optical interconnects are capable of trans-
mission capacities far greater than 6 Tbps (1 Petabit per second 
fiber transmissions have been reported), they are still struggling 
to find a price/performance equilibrium. Although copper con-
nectors that can achieve 25 Gb bandwidths per differential pair 
are considered “bleeding edge,” they still maintain significant 
cost benefits over comparable optical systems.

“The cost of an optical transmitter and receiver is currently at 
least an order of magnitude higher per unit of bandwidth car-
ried than SERDES-based metallic interconnects,” Byers says. 
“The costs of connectors, waveguides, test equipment, repair 
procedures, and so on are also correspondingly higher for 
optics. There are some very promising technologies in low-cost 
parallel short reach optical interfaces, integrated waveguides, 
and free-space transmission that could eventually bring optics 
closer to parity, but they are slower to develop.”

Legacy
An extension of the cost paradigm exists in the established 
legacy infrastructure. The vast majority of systems deployed 
today are not equipped for optics, so their implementation will 
result in a complete disruption of product lifecycles and com-
pany roadmaps in most cases.

“Many of today’s systems build upon legacy platforms. With 
few exceptions, provisions do not exist for optical backplanes 
in these platforms, so organizations may not be able to inter-
operate with new optical interconnect-enabled equipment,” 
Byers says. “In general, optical interconnects will be brought 
in more of a revolutionary than evolutionary change to a plat-
form, considering many other factors such as power, cooling, 
connector, or board area limitations will all conspire to demand 
a redesign that disrupts backward compatibility.” 

“5 years out” – Challenges in optical 
backplanes, Part 1

PERSPECTIVES ON OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS FROM CHUCK BYERS OF CISCO SYSTEMS, INC.
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› Figure 1 | EventTracker contains a “one-minute manager” 
user interface that displays risks in a high-level summary so 
that administrators can quickly react to high-priority threats.

Network Intelligence

CSCHWADERER@OPENSYSTEMSMEDIA.COM BY CURT SCHWADERER

The evolution of Security and 
Information Event Management systems

Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems 
are broadly defined and encompass every aspect of enter-
prise business. Every computing platform, network device, 
and application in the modern enterprise network can and 
does generate log data. This creates huge demand on SIEM 
systems in terms of how information gets to the SIEM system 
and what format it comes in. I had the opportunity to talk with 
A.N. Ananth, CEO of EventTracker, about the state of the art 
in SIEM technology and the impact that increased cloud usage 
within the enterprise has on SIEM systems.

Ananth says that in order to comprehend the challenges of 
integrating disparate information sources, a “360 degree view 
is required for SIEM systems”:

1. The host: Sun Solaris, Windows, Linux, HP-UX, AIX, 
AS/400 – All these systems have different ways of storing 
and providing access to logs. The formats might be XML, 
binary, syslog, or text file.

2. Network devices: Various intrusion detection and/or 
prevention systems, routers, and gateways may be man-
aged by Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), 
Remote Monitoring (RMON), or provide custom access to 
information through web pages.

3. Software application information used within the enter-
prise: This may encompass 20-30 different formats, and 
SIEM systems must support them all in order to be effec-
tive. Some systems may be pretty unique, like thumbprint 
scanners, or contain physical components like racks of 
servers that provide log files for heat, fan operation, and 
other platform management information.

A SIEM system must tie all of these elements together into one 
effective information-gathering environment where information 
is easily accessible and anomalies are easily detected. That can 
be a major challenge, and these challenges are currently being 
addressed in many SIEM systems. 

Enterprise SIEM challenges 
In the modern enterprise, the data center has rapidly adopted 
virtualization. This includes equipment hosted on premises, co-
located at a provider, or delivered as a service. The challenge 
is to provide support for all these delivery models. A software-
based SIEM solution has the advantage of being native in the 
virtual world, as well as highly scalable both up and down to 
suit the conditions.

“Known bad” and “unknown bad”
In Ananth’s opinion, the behavior aspect is something that 
is critical for the enterprise of the future. He summarizes 
this concept as “the known bad” and “the unknown bad.” If 
behavior is a known bad, it is known when seen and one can 
make a rule for it. 

Unknown bads, on the other hand, are far more difficult to char-
acterize. For example, things like users logging in are normal, 
but maybe they normally log in three times between 8 a.m. and 
5 p.m. and today there were 50 logins. This kind of behavioral 
tracking and event notification that occurs when something 
happens outside of the “normal behavioral” pattern is the best 
defense against “the unknown bad.” A good SIEM solution 
needs to incorporate some type of behavioral “normalcy” 
baseline in order to determine the unknown bad events. 

EventTracker SIEM
Risk-based incident prioritization
Ananth describes how to make sense of the massive amount of 
information being gathered as a three-tier pyramid. 

At the bottom layer of the pyramid there could be millions of 
events generated from all the sources being monitored within 
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the enterprise. These 
events could include people 
doing things on the net-
work or specific machines, 
running applications, and 
embedded device health 
and status. 

The next level up in the 
pyramid narrows the large 
number of daily events to 
ones that require moni-
toring. These might involve 
things that may be an early 
sign of system failure or 
when systems report accesses or activities that are not allowed. 
At the highest level in the pyramid are critical events that 
require immediate attention. 

If you cannot enable proper prioritization between these levels 
with a SIEM solution, the solution becomes ineffective. Rules 
can also be set up so that activity on the lower levels of the 
pyramid is logged and stored, while mid-level events in the 
pyramid show up in summary form on the system health dash-
board. The top level of the pyramid represents events that pro-
actively reach out to the administrators by email or some kind 
of real-time notification. 

Another important aspect to a SIEM solution involves per-
forming automated correlation between events. The idea 
behind automated correlation is that if the SIEM system sees 
something important, it can “bolt the door” first and send the 
notification second so no further damage is incurred until the 
administrator has time to respond.

One-minute manager
The next concept that is a natural extension of the pyramid 
architecture is the “one-minute-manager.” Figure 1 shows a 

high-level summary of what is going on in the EventTracker 
SIEM system.

Drilling down on the data from the dashboard, the administrator 
can focus on the top issues within the environment. Figure 1 
displays a “High” risk incident on the ACCOUNTING machine, 
so drilling down on these events can begin as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows the event information for the incident. In this 
example, user cmills inserted a USB stick into the accounting 
machine: user cmills has the authority to access the machine but 
did so at 9 p.m., which is after hours and so out of the ordinary.

From the information in Figure 2, administrators can continue to 
drill down on not only the fact that a USB media was inserted, 
but exactly what occurred during the event, as shown in Figure 3.

The report in Figure 3 shows that user cmills was using a per-
sonal USB to delete a personal file (football_xls) after working 
hours. The USB was infected with a Trojan virus (hacker.exe) 
that jumped to the machine ACCOUNTING. Further informa-
tion can be correlated from the ensuing process of events to 
determine if hacker.exe ever ran on the accounting system 
and where the file is located. There are even facilities within 

EventTracker that provide 
links to information so the 
administrator can learn 
about hacker.exe, what 
kinds of things it does, and 
the disinfecting procedures.

SIEM and the new 
enterprise
The enterprise environment 
is a challenging place to col-
lect, manage, and monitor 
event data. The increased 
virtualization going on in the 
enterprise presents new 
challenges that, if addressed 
effectively, can enable a 
higher level of employee 
productivity without secu-
rity concerns.  ›

› Figure 2 | Once high-risk events have been identified in the “one-minute manager” view, 
administrators can drill down on specific incidents.

 Figure 3 | Once an event has been identified, administrators can investigate the specifics of the 
incident.

Network Intelligence
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“We’re going to find ourselves, in the 
not too distant future, swimming in 
sensors and drowning in data,” said 
now-retired Lieutenant General David 
A. Deptula, Air Force Deputy Chief 
of Staff for Intelligence, Surveillance, 
and Reconnaissance (ISR) at the 2009 
GEOINT Symposium. At the time, 
Deptula was concerned about the 
deployment of Wide Area Airborne 
Surveillance (WAAS) sensors that would 
increase the number of MQ-9 Reaper 

video feeds from one to ten, creating 
exponentially more than the 18,000 
hours of ISR data being analyzed each 
month. Today, sensor systems like 
ARGUS-IS can provide up to 65 simulta-
neous video feeds and generate 5,000 
hours of HD video per day. In other 
words, the future has arrived.

Although systems like the ARGUS-IS 
present untold potential for ISR efforts, 
transmitting and processing that amount 

of data far exceeds the capability of 
existing networks and analysis tools. 
Consequently, there is a desire to add 
more and more sensor processing power 
onboard unmanned vehicles, but each 
additional sensor processor adds extra 
SWaP to a resource-limited environment. 
Quickly evolving sensor technologies also 
make these processors especially suscep-
tible to obsolescence, increasing devel-
opment cost in times of fiscal uncertainty. 
This has led UAS engineers to pursue 

COM Express: Scalability and 
flexibility for UAS sensor processing

BY BRANDON LEWIS

Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) sensors are increasing in number and complexity, 
burying operators and analysts beneath more data than they can handle. In response, 
UAS engineers need to pack more processing power behind the sensor itself, and 
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) vendors are leveraging the low Size, Weight, and 
Power (SWaP) and flexibility of COM Express to meet their scalability demands.

Special Feature
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SWaP-sensitive and scalable distributed 
processing solutions for their designs, 
and COTS vendors are responding with 
COM Express.

“COM Express is ideal in scenarios 
like point of sensor processing where 
weight and heat dissipation from the 
processor are big concerns,” says 
Jeff Porter, Senior Systems Architect 
at Extreme Engineering Solutions 
(X-ES) in Madison, WI (www.x-es.com). 

“Especially in unmanned aerospace 
environments, the SWaP advantages 
with regards to COM Express are sig-
nificant if you are doing distributed 
processing with a single processor solu-
tion. The advantage of COM Express 
is that the mating connector is on the 
opposite side of where your processor 
or processors are located, so it allows 
you to efficiently attach heat transfer 
mechanisms directly to the die of the 
processor.” The fact that COM Express 
is designed to limit modules down 
to their most basic level also reduces 
thermal, cost, and weight inefficiencies 
associated with backplane-mounted 
systems, Porter adds. 

“For SWaP-sensitive applications 
like unmanned vehicles, backplane-
based systems such as 6U and 3U VPX 
drive a lot of extra weight and cost for 
that backplane interconnect,” says  

Scott Fabini, Product Line Manager 
at Radisys located in Hillsboro, OR  
(www.radisys.com). “So for a system that 
is small and light, and field replaceable at 
the small system level like you will see in 
unmanned vehicles, COM Express really 
makes the most sense. In terms of size, 
the module is the right size for a mobile 
processor with the full memory capacity 
that those mobile processors offer along 
with Ethernet technology, so you can fit it 
into the palm of your hand and build your 
solution around it.”

The COM Express specification defines 
four standard form factors that can be 
connected to an application-specific car-
rier board through a variety of Pin-out 
types (Figure 1, Table 1). This not only 
enables UAS designers to compromise 
between size, performance, and power, 
but also allows the processor complex to 
be swapped out to suit future demands, 

G  DC E
 

›

›

 Table 1 | The COM Express specification currently supports seven different Pin-out 
types that include standard I/O for multiple applications.

 Figure 1 | COM Express modules are available in several form factors, ranging 
from the 55 mm x 84 mm “Mini” to 110 mm x 155 mm “Extended” modules. 
Modules in comparably sized form factors (like “Compact” and “Basic”) are even 
interchangeable, given the selected Pin-out type and position of mounting holes.
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says Nigel Forrester, Product Marketing 
Manager at Emerson Network Power 
Embedded Computing, headquartered 
in Carlsbad, CA (www.emersonnetwork-
power.com).

“The biggest benefit of the COM 
Express type of architecture is that it 
does give you the ability, with a single, 
designed carrier, to have some flex-
ibility and scalability in the processing 
capability by taking off one module and 

plugging in another one,” Forrester 
says (Figure 2). “The key reality is that 
the most complex bit of most of these 
designs is the processor and memory 
complex, and that is effectually what a 
COM Express module is. It is the very 
high-speed fabric interfaces between 
processor and memory and the var-
ious standard I/O that you get, and 
by buying that off-the-shelf, you get 
a ready-to-go working subsystem that 
means you can then concentrate on the 

bits that are custom to your application– 
sensors, I/O, and so on.”

Scalability defends against silicon, 
lifecycle obsolescence
The ability to scale processing perfor-
mance is critical to UAS designs, as it 
helps meet advancing sensor demands 
and guards against long-lifecycle 
obsolescence. Using a modular COM 
approach, however, the processor com-
plex is separated from the rest of the 
system with a custom carrier board. This 
allows engineers to leverage a wide 
range of processor options using COM 
Express while mitigating obsolescence 
and reducing design costs.

“From a UAS perspective, because all 
military programs take a long time to 
get to deployment, sometimes that 
means going through a couple of pro-
cessor cycles,” Forrester says. “We have 
recently seen a couple of applications 
for this type of product where the cus-
tomer started developing using a par-
ticular generation processor, built some 
prototypes, and got some traction, but 
by the time they got near deployment 
Intel or Freescale were a generation 
or two further along. So they actually 
updated their product to use the latest 
generation processor architecture for 
deployment. That again is more easily 
possible with a COM-type architecture 
because you are not tied to a single 
planar board.” 

“The basic premise of COM Express 
is that you have application-specific 
I/Os that separate it from the rap-
idly changing and complex processor 
modules, so it allows for easy future 
upgrades to take advantage of enhance-
ments in performance and power,” says 
Bill Hanrahan, Vice President of Business 
Development at Sealevel Systems in 
Liberty, SC (www.sealevel.com). “People 
tend to have very specific processors in 
mind when they are looking at applica-
tions like this. It is what they have expe-
rience with and it is highly dependent 
on the Operating System (OS) platform 
that they are using as well. Most of what 
we have done has been Intel architec-
ture to-date, but certainly there is a wide 
variety of processors available out there 
in COM Express – things like Freescale, 
some of the higher end video processing 
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capabilities from AMD, and VIA now has 
some processors out there – this gives 
you a wide variety of choices.” 

“The industry has coalesced around a 
common set of I/O in the x86 (processor) 
realm, and I think other architectures are 
adopting the same I/O so it is becoming 
increasingly common,” Fabini says. “Most 
of the I/O made available natively through 
the processor and chipset are available 
through the board-to-board connector 
of COM Express without any cabling 
required. COM Express brings those 
interfaces down to a carrier board from 
which a customer can design their custom, 
application-specific solutions around the 
brains and the heart, which is the COM 
Express module. There are no cables 
coming off to provide supplementary I/O 

like video and USB because those are all 
defined in the board-to-board connector 
of COM Express, which is really an advan-
tage over say a PC/104 where I/O options 
are more limited.”

The modularity of COM Express allows 
developers to select different CPUs – even 
CPUs with different footprints – within the 
same COM Express form factor, Fabini 
continues. “A carrier supporting the 
Type 6 Pin-out and the mounting holes 
for both the “Basic” and “Compact” 
form factors – the most common form 
factors – allows for a solution that can 
scale between low-power Atom and 
high-performance Core processor 
solutions (See Sidebar 1 on page 14).  
That modularity also helps in terms of 
product longevity – a lot of Aerospace 
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extended temperature range Freescale QorIQ processors.

"…a lot of Aerospace and Defense 
programs have very long product 

longevity. Because COM Express is an 
industry standard, you get commonality 

across even multiple processor 
generations, so you could upgrade from 
one processor generation to the next via 

that modular approach."
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and Defense programs have very long 
product longevity. Because COM Express 
is an industry standard, you get common-
ality across even multiple processor gen-
erations, so you could upgrade from one 
processor generation to the next via that 
modular approach.”

COM architectures for custom COTS
The Department of Defense (DoD) has 
been pursuing a Modular Open Systems 
Approach (MOSA) to design and acqui-
sition for some time, but the wide range 
of sensors on unmanned platforms 
makes commonality difficult. plat-
forms makes commonality difficult. For 
example, video sensors can have very 
different I/O requirements than navi-
gation sensors, and many of them also 
require I/O that does not come stan-
dard off processor chipsets. Because the 
COM Express carrier board is designed 
for customization, however, high-speed 
buses can be used for interface expan-
sion to establish a communication path 
between the processor and sensors that 
require non-standard I/O. Not only does 
this reduce the hardware footprint, but 
it also allows the flexibility to meet the 
demands of diverse sensors within a 
single, configurable system.

“Typically, we would design an interface 
on the carrier board to the COM module 
using FPGA designs, and the FPGA allows 
you to combine multiple components into 
a single package to reduce component 

count, board size, and complexity, but it 
also allows you to create hardware con-
trol to exactly match the application and 
make it more efficient,” Hanrahan says. 
“You can configure virtually any kind 
of I/O onto the  carrier board through 
PCI Express expansion. [A] good example 
with the flexibility of COM Express: we 
have recently been working on a new 

UAS application where there are mul-
tiple video sources that need to be pro-
cessed, and the only way to do that was 
with a General-Purpose GPU (GPGPU) 
design. We were able to put that onto a 
carrier board to be able to handle all of 
that video processing. That is a high-end, 
creative way of adding I/O, but there are 
digital/analog inputs, sensor inputs, reed 

Software scalability for the 
edge network
COM Express solutions offer benefits that extend beyond the size and performance 
of the module itself. Engineers at Radisys are leveraging their portfolio of x86-based 
solutions to port software from AdvancedTCA (ATCA) offerings down into multicore 
COM Express (Figure 1). This allows their LTE software stack and MRF gateway 
video conferencing applications to scale between 100 W ATCA and low-power 
45 W COM Express without the need for adjustment, says Harry Jensen, Colonel 
USMC (Retired), and Director of Aerospace and Defense Operations at Radisys.

“From the Pentagon perspective, that scalability is really important,” Jensen says. 
“Because of the x86 processors on COM Express, on the rackmount server that 
Radisys makes, and on the ATCA blades, the scalability and portability of the 
software is extremely valuable. Nothing has to be redone. It ports very simply, and 
that is a huge advantage over proprietary systems and software.”

The ability to port this software into a COM Express module enables “network-in-
a-box” solutions that can be deployed at the edge. These collapsed networks pro-
vide connectivity between surveillance platforms, warfighters, and commanders, 
that can improve situational awareness and lead to effective, real-time decisions.

“What is exciting about the future is that with a small form factor like COM 
Express and with the right software to collapse your network, you can have your 

smartphone right with you wherever you are in the bat-
tlespace,” Jensen continues. “It is just like in business 
– if you are acting rather than reacting to the situation, 
you are always going to prevail. The COM Express, 
small form factor with multiple applications able to 
run simultaneously is going to give you much greater 
situational awareness and power over commanding and 
controlling what is happening around you,” he adds.

Figure 1 | The Radisys CEQM77 is a HALT and HASS-
screened Type 6 “Basic” COM Express module based on 
the 3rd generation Intel Core i7 processor.
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relay outputs, thermocouples, obviously 
the classic serial ports/Ethernet/USB – 
it is really anything that you want or need 
for a UAS application.”

The flexibility of COM Express can also 
be extended to the system level so that 
a single platform can accommodate mul-
tiple sensors. Engineers at Sealevel have 

developed COM Express-based systems 
with configurable I/O slots that accept 
eight different I/O cards, allowing the 
units to process data from different sen-
sors within a small footprint (Figure 3). 

COTS sensor processing for 
tomorrow, today
In light of current budget uncertainty, 

scalable processing has become even 
more crucial to extracting maximum 
value from UAS sensors for years to 
come. While these sensor systems 
demand a flexible, small form factor 
compute architecture, military com-
manders also require technology solu-
tions that provide Quick Reaction 
Capability (QRC) and comply with DoD 
acquisition strategies. COM Express 
offers both the performance and versa-
tility to meet these challenges.

“There is a requirement for MOSA,” 
Hanrahan says. "[Defense agencies] are 
embracing open standards, and COTS 
products are here to stay in military 
applications. The two driving factors 
are lower overall cost and faster devel-
opment time. The fact that you have an 
industry-standard architecture in COM 
Express guarantees you long-term evo-
lution and the product’s available reli-
ability because you have a long-term, 
wide group of companies building it. 
That contributes to overall lifecycle 
management, which is critical for mili-
tary applications."  
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I/O to suit a number of applications.
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Q: What types of communications bandwidth and 
processing scalability do modern airborne sensors 
require?

SHEARER: Modern sensor systems can produce sufficient 
data bandwidth to easily swamp the capability of 10 Gbps 
architectures, so while the fabric interface in TCA or VPX is 
good for processed data, front-end processing generally 
requires much greater bandwidth. We see that in GPGPU-
based systems (where sensor-processor bandwidth is almost 
always a challenge) and in FPGA-based systems where fast, 
wide connections are required between FPGAs sharing the 
processing task.

There remains a strong drive to use  Commercial Off-The-
Shelf (COTS) hardware where possible. [The] VITA 57 FPGA 
Mezzanine Card (FMC) is often used as a way of bridging the 
gap between custom interface requirements and COTS equip-
ment, and fits as well with MicroTCA as with other standard 
form factors (Figures 1 and 2).

Q: What are the advantages of MicroTCA versus 
competing technologies?

SHEARER: It is probably best to compare 
MicroTCA with VPX since that is the most 
commonly used competing standard. 
Both provide similar capabilities in terms 
of architecture, but MicroTCA is more 
mature (VPX borrowed a lot from xTCA 
in base/fabric/management plane struc-
tures). Ruggedization is not a concern 
when considering MicroTCA.3, though 
in this case MicroTCA will not scale up 
to the same extent as VPX. The same 
physics applies to both standards, so for 
processing-intensive applications there is 
always a focus on heat dissipation, par-
ticularly for conduction cooled [systems], 
and both standards provide other options 
for addressing this (such as MicroTCA.2).

There is a strong perception that VPX is “the” standard for 
military applications, but in practice most [applications] do 
not require a level of ruggedization that justifies the price tag. 
Where program managers openly assess processing platforms 
against program requirements, they find MicroTCA typically 
offers cost and space savings.

Q: What does it bring to the table for airborne systems in 
terms of thermal dissipation and ruggedization?

SHEARER: MicroTCA offers a good range of alternatives here, 
with MicroTCA.2 providing a cost/performance point for those 
who do not require a fully conduction-cooled solution. Size, 
Weight, and Power (SWaP) is always a consideration in airborne 
systems, and MicroTCA.2 can score over MicroTCA.3 or other 
conduction-cooled units [in this regard]. The starting point for 
addressing thermal issues is to get the right mix of processing 
elements (GPU, FPGA, and GPGPUs), and the modularity and 
connectivity of MicroTCA are really helpful in this respect.

Q: What advantages does MicroTCA have in terms of 
backplane fabric technology, and why is this important 
to the applications in question?

› Figures 1 and 2 | The VadaTech VT899 is a MicroTCA-based platform that connects 
5 Virtex-6 FPGAs at data rates of up to 25 Gbps for demanding sensor processing 
applications.

 xTCA & CompactPCI Systems spoke with Ian Shearer of VadaTech 
to find out how the rugged variants of the MicroTCA (MicroTCA) 
specification family stack up in airborne Intelligence, Surveillance, 
and Reconnaissance (ISR) applications, and to get a feel for the 
state of MicroTCA in the market.

Rugged variants poise 
MicroTCA for airborne ISR 
Interview with Ian Shearer,  
Managing Director,VadaTech
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SHEARER: The fabric choices in MicroTCA give system 
designers a lot of freedom, and it is increasingly common to 
see multiple fabrics used within the same system (PCI Express 
for a processing cluster and 10 GbE for networking those clus-
ters in the same box, for example). The current 10 GbE limit 
on the fabric (since 40 GbE is not yet part of the standard) is 
certainly going to be a limitation that will need addressing.

Q: What are the benefits that the platform management 
architecture of MicroTCA provides to airborne ISR 
apps?

SHEARER: Platform management is increasingly a require-
ment on larger sensor systems, particularly unmanned. With 
loiter times extending to days, being able to monitor system 
health and remotely control power and cooling is a real benefit.

Q: Has MicroTCA seen success in any type of mil/aero 
deployments, and why has the specification family 
seen relatively slow adoption to date?

SHEARER: MicroTCA has seen good adoption in mil/aero in 
the United States, much less so in Europe. MicroTCA has been 
used across a range of platforms, including various airborne. 
But there are relatively few system-level suppliers of MicroTCA 
platforms (most provide only boards or chassis), and this has 
slowed adoption.

Like many new standards, MicroTCA was over-marketed ini-
tially with hardware availability coming later and delivering less 
than some of the more ambitious hype suggested. That gave 
rise to some misconceptions that have taken time to correct. 
The ecosystem is still rather fragmented, but we are seeing 
acceleration in the adoption of MicroTCA across a number of 
markets, with increased innovation in how it is applied. For 
VadaTech, supplying all elements of the MicroTCA system, 
the question isn’t “how do we grow” but “where can we grow 
quickest.”

Q: What will MicroTCA’s role be in ISR applications over 
the next 5-10 years?

SHEARER: MicroTCA is a strong fit for this sector since it pro-
vides a very compact processing platform with high bandwidth 
and good modularity. There is a need for ecosystem growth, 
particularly in MicroTCA.2 and MicroTCA.3, but the architec-
ture is already in place to address this sector. There is room for 
disruption in the marketplace (decreases in defense funding, 
the Department of Defense’s focus on commerciality, and the 
high cost of VPX hardware, for instance) but how well MicroTCA 
does from that disruption depends on how ready vendors are 
to make use of that opportunity.  
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Ian.shearer@vadatech.com  |  www.vadatech.com
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The UAS market has rapidly evolved 
over the last 10 years. Initially, each 
type of UAS had limited mission capa-
bilities with unique Ground Control 
Station (GCS) software and architecture, 
but over time UAS capabilities have 
increased significantly and the concept of 
a UGCS capable of manipulating multiple 
unmanned platforms has been adopted 
by the Department of Defense (DoD). 
This interoperability was demonstrated in 
2011 at the Manned-Unmanned Systems 
Integration Capability (MUSIC) exercise, 
where control of UAS sensors was handed 
off between a UGCS and a Mini-Universal 
Ground Station Controller (M-UGCS), 
displaying the ability of a helicopter to 
receive video feeds and metadata from 
a UAS and forward it to troops on the 
ground. 

While the concept of UGCS software is 
now intuitive for larger UAS platforms, 
there is ongoing discussion regarding 
hardware architecture. There are cur-
rently deployments based on commer-
cial-grade servers, rugged Rack Mount 
Servers (RMSs), VME/VPX, and ATCA. 
While each hardware alternative has 
its advantages and disadvantages, to 
better understand them a look at the 
overall requirements and functions of 
UAS and GCS platforms is needed.

UAS control challenges and 
requirements
To understand the requirements of a 
UGCS for UAS platforms, the diversity 
and challenges of unmanned platforms 
themselves must first be considered. 
Multiple types and sizes of unmanned 
aircraft are employed across the various 
branches of the DoD, from small UASs 
such as the Wasp III or Raven that are used 
at the platoon level, to larger high-alti-
tude systems like the MQ-1C Gray Eagle 
and RQ-4 Global Hawk. Because of 
the increased emphasis on extremely 
low Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) in 
smaller UASs, as well as their range and 
endurance limitations, small UASs are 
typically autonomous or have a portable 
GCS that can be carried in a backpack. 
Most of these types of UAS have rugged 
hand held controllers, and that trend will 
continue. 

For larger UASs, bandwidth to the GCS 
is a far more major concern (especially if 
the data link to the UAS is via satellite), 
as increased range precipitates larger 
amounts of video and metadata that 
need processing. One idea to address 
these bandwidth concerns is to take 
functions of the GCS and put them on 
the UAS, such as pre-processing sensor 
data on the unmanned platform itself 

to reduce bandwidth requirements. 
Another concept is to take some of the 
control functions from the GCS and pro-
vide the UAS with more autonomy. 

Concurrently, though, there is also 
increasing pressure to add more sensors 
or weapon systems to the UAS. As with 
any aircraft, weight on UASs is directly 
related to range or endurance, and 
adding payload increases weight and 
bandwidth requirements. The final direc-
tion is not yet clear, but more payload 
will likely be added to the UAS with the 
majority of control and data processing 
continuing on the GCS. 

General GCS hardware functions and 
requirements
A GCS is required to handle multiple 
functions, such as providing the main 
machine interfaces that allow operators 
to control the UAS, establishing external 
communication links to the UAS and 
other military units, and adding security 
for those links and the networks they are 
traversing. While most of the equipment 
within control stations has already been 
standardized, there is still a large amount 
of hardware variation in the switching, 
computing, and storage equipment of 
their communications systems. These 
assets must be able to monitor the 

Communications hardware for  
Universal Ground Control Stations:  
Narrowing the field to AdvancedTCA
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controls of multiple UASs, receive sensor 
data, process it, store and retrieve it, 
and provide the information in a graph 
format. There are also background tasks 
that are required, such as providing map-
ping information, and many of these 
systems have started to look into virtual-
ization technologies as well.

Performance requirements
The overall system requirements for 
computing, switching, and storage in 
a GCS are relatively straightforward.  
The computing requirements are fairly 
large and require multiple server-class 
processors since the memory density 
is fairly high and will continue to grow. 
Switching demands, on the other hand, 
are not as significant as many would 
think – HD video requirements lie some-
where between 4 Mbps and 6 Mbps, 
so even when dealing with multiple 
streams of HD video and other meta-
data, the bandwidth required should 
be under 10 GbE per computing ele-
ment. There are two types of storage 
requirements for most GCSs – local 
storage on the computing element for 
storing application or other data used 
to operate the system, and a larger 
storage array used to save video or 
metadata coming off the UAS for later 
replay or distribution.

Environmental requirements
In order to evaluate hardware alterna-
tives for a GCS, it is important to look 
at the possible physical requirements 
that will be placed on them. There 
are multiple deployment environ-
ments for GCSs, and each has unique 
environmental issues that need to be 
addressed:

 › Stationary: For these deployments, 
GCS equipment can either be 
in a container or at a command 
center. Typically, container systems 
are shipped with equipment fully 
installed, so the equipment needs 
to be able to withstand the vibration 
and shock of non-operational 
transport, although it is not moved 
as often as in a ground mobile type 
of deployment. The equipment 
could also be shipped to a 
command center after being broken 
down in transit cases to reduce 
some of the shock and vibration.

 › Seaborne: During these 
deployments, the GCS is often 
located in the ship’s data center. 
Equipment is usually sealed in 
shock-isolated racks that also 
provide conditioned air to minimize 
shock and vibration. In other 
cases, they may be installed in less 
ideal locations on the ship, and 
will need to be able to handle the 
typical shock and vibration of that 
environment.

 › Ground mobile: In these types of 
deployments, GCSs are typically 
mounted in a shelter on top of a 
vehicle. While the equipment is 
typically not operating when the 
vehicle is moving, it must be able 
to withstand shock and vibration 
transmitted to the rack when the 
vehicle is in motion.

In all cases, once the GCS is operational 
the air that the equipment is required to 
operate in will be benign (20 ºC to 35 ºC).  
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However, there could be tempera-
ture ranges outside of this during ini-
tial startup, and dust and humidity are 
potential issues that might need to be 
addressed as well.

As with any military field deployment, 
there are other “soft” requirements, 
such as the desire for a minimum of 
5-7 years of new hardware and support 
for units in the field, a 7-10 year life-
cycle, good SWaP, and quick field ser-
viceability. These factors considered, the 
ideal solution for a GCS communications 
system is standard-based COTS.

Comparing GCS hardware options
There are several hardware options avail-
able that can be used for GCS communi-
cations systems, including commercial or 
rugged RMSs with external switches and 
standard COTS blade architectures like 
VME/VPX and ATCA. Table 1 shows a 
high-level summary of how the different 
architectures can meet the requirements 
of GCS hardware.

Though total system cost will vary by the 
specific configuration, Table 2 shows the 
rough magnitude of the system cost of 
various hardware options.

Rack Mount Server systems
Commercial RMS systems
From an acquisition cost perspective, 
commercial RMS hardware is an attrac-
tive alternative as it contains the pro-
cessing, switching, and storage capacity 
necessary to handle the requirements of 
a GCS. However, commercial RMS sys-
tems face challenges in several other key 
areas. Because commercial hardware is 
designed for installation in data centers 
where it is not frequently moved, these 
systems struggle in deployment envi-
ronments that require equipment to be 
transportable. These products can be 
ruggedized by third parties, but that 
significantly increases cost. 

Commercial RMS-based solutions tend 
to be pizza box designs that are stacked 
one on top of the other, each with its 
own metal enclosure, power supplies, 
and fans. Because of this architecture, 
they are also significantly heavier and 
consume more power than bladed archi-
tectures in which the enclosure, power 
supplies, and fans are shared among 
all of the computing, switching, and 
storage elements. In addition, because 
these systems are designed for commer-
cial use, they also have shorter lifecy-
cles, providing 3-4 years of service. This 
is compounded by the fact that com-
mercial RMS architectures are generally 
proprietary, so components are usually 
only available from a single vendor at a 
higher price point. 

Rugged RMS systems
Rugged RMS systems are designed to 
handle more rugged environments than 
their commercial counterparts; they have 
the right processing capability and it is pos-
sible to get longer lifecycles from them. 
The two challenges rugged RMS solutions 
face are with weight and power consump-
tion. Compared to standardized COTS 
solutions, RMSs are typically 25-33 per-
cent heavier and consume more power 
because they require multiple power sup-
plies. In addition, larger systems are more 
difficult to service. Specifically, because 
Ethernet connections are often externally 
wired, replacing a failed unit requires that 
the servicer ensure all connections are 
made correctly and securely. The added 
weight of a rugged RMS makes this field 
replacement process more difficult than in 
bladed systems. 
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Bladed COTS architectures
Both VME/VPX and ATCA architectures 
offer standards-based COTS solutions 
that are well suited for GCS environments. 
As shown in Table 1, these too have 
unique advantages and disadvantages. 

VME/VPX
VME/VPX hardware easily meets the pre-
viously mentioned ruggedization, long 
lifecycle, and SWaP requirements, but 
it presents challenges in terms of per-
formance and cost. The board size of 
VME/VPX systems is smaller than RMS or 
ATCA offerings, so it has difficulty fitting 
the processor memory and other compo-
nents necessary for higher performance 
processing. It is also more expensive, 
as VME/VPX sells mainly into rugged 
Aerospace and Defense (A&D) verticals, 
and is differentiated in the marketplace 
through the many hardware variations 
available; unlike ATCA, VME/VPX does 
not consider high-volume commercial 
applications that drive cost points down.

AdvancedTCA
Conversely, ATCA is a standard COTS 
bladed architecture that was designed to 
work in modern telecommunications net-
works. Because it was targeted at high-
density networking applications, ATCA 
meets the performance requirements of 
GCS applications and offers an 8x perfor-
mance improvement over VPX and 40x 
the computing horsepower of VME.

ATCA systems have a better performance 
per dollar ratio over competing tech-
nologies because they ship in volume 
from multiple vendors. As ATCA is a 
bigger form factor, a single board can 
contain higher performance processors 

and better clock speed, as well as more 
memory on a single board than VPX solu-
tions. The difference in processing can be 
as much as 15 percent, translating to a 
35-60 percent better price/performance 
ratio for ATCA than VPX.

Though it is not as hardened as the 
VME/VPX specifications, ATCA sys-
tems comply with Network Equipment 
Building Standards (NEBS), giving them 
a moderate degree of inherent rugged-
ization. In order to handle vibration in a 
seaborne or ground mobile environment, 
extended ruggedization can also be 
applied to bring commercial ATCA sys-
tems into accordance with MIL-STD-810 
and MIL-STD-901 (Figure 1). This might 
include using machined card guides 
instead of stamped card guides, and 
stiffening the chassis. If the application 
is more rugged 
than the system 
was designed 
for, there might 
be some minor 
m e c h a n i c a l 
modification of 
the hardware 
needed. 

A universal 
approach to a 
ground control
The Modular 
Open Systems 
A r c h i t e c t u r e 
(MOSA) being 
adopted by the 
DoD has resulted 
in a good com-
prehension of the 
benef i t s  o f 

standardized COTS architectures. 
Defense acquisition groups understand 
that by using established COTS hardware 
they can leverage an interoperable archi-
tecture, reduce hardware variation in the 
field, and reduce the cost of testing and 
certifying new components. Considering 
all available hardware options, ATCA is 
the best choice for building the majority 
of future UGCS systems.  
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Hardware Relative Cost

Commercial Server 100

Rugged Servers 115

ATCA 120

VPX 165

› ›Table 1 | Each hardware option for GCS communications has its pluses and minuses. 
*A "High" SWaP rating is preferable in this instance.

 Table 2 | Relative cost per hardware 
architecture.

Hardware
Can handle rugged 

deployment 
environments

Processing 
memory, 

switching, and 
storage

SWaP Long Life

Commercial
RMS

Low High Low Limited

Rugged
RMS

Medium High Low Yes

ATCA Medium
High/

Medium
High Yes

VME/VPX High Medium/Low High Yes
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› Figure 1 | The Gemini 14-slot Vertical ATCA Rugged COTS 
Chassis has undergone extensive MIL-STD compliance testing.
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